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This special issue includes a selection of papers that were presented at the in
ternational workshop themed Differential Object Marking and Language Con-
tact that was organised by Anton Antonov (INaLCO, crlao) and Alexandru 
Mardale (INaLCO, SeDyL) in Paris on 5 and 6 December 2014 as part of the  Unity 
and Diversity in Differential Object Marking research project under the spon
sorship of the Fédération Typologie et Universaux Linguistiques of the cnrs. 
The  project sets out to propose a typology of differential object marking 
(henceforth dom) by bringing together specialists working on the phenome
non from different angles and on different languages, especially languages that 
have been less used by typologists to date, with the aim of advancing our un
derstanding of this widespread linguistic phenomenon. One key objective in 
this connection is to examine the role language contact plays in determining 
the properties of dom in particular dom languages, in triggering the emer
gence of dom in previously domless languages, and in bringing about the loss 
of dom in previously dom languages. This issue addresses this objective.

Traditionally, dom has been understood as the phenomenon whereby only 
a subset of the direct objects in a language are overtly marked as such by using 
an affix, an adposition or some other means, while the remaining direct ob
jects bear no overt marking of their syntactic function. Whether a given direct 
object will be overtly marked or not is defined on the basis of referential—that 
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is, semantic or pragmatic—properties of the referent of the NP occupying the 
object position. In Russian, for example, masculine singular nouns in direct 
object NPs are overtly marked with the genitive/accusative suffix a only if they 
are animate (1a); inanimate nouns appear in a form identical to that of the 
nominative, which is unmarked for case (1b).

(1) Russian (Comrie, 1989: 132)
a. Yuri videl mal’čik-a / begemot-a

pn see.pst.3sg boy(m)sg.acc hippopotamus(m)sg.acc
‘Yuri saw the boy/hippopotamus.’

b. Yuri videl stol∅
pn see.pst.3sg table(m)∅
‘Yuri saw the table.’

More recently, however, an increasing number of scholars have begun studying 
dom systems that do not show an alternation between an overt and zero mark
er, as in Russian, but between two different overt markers. In these cases, there
fore, all direct objects in a language are overtly marked. One subset of objects, 
however, bears one type of overt marking, while the other subset bears a differ
ent overt marker, again depending on the referential properties of the direct 
object NP. In Ancient Greek, for example, direct objects that receive an indefi
nite or nonspecific reading are marked with the genitive case (2a), whereas 
definite and specific direct objects are marked with the accusative case (2b).

(2) Ancient Greek (Riaño Rufilanchas, 2014: 529)
a. tē̂-s gē̂-s tem-eîn

def.fsg.gen land(f)sg.gen ravage.aorinf.act
‘to ravage some of the land’

b. tḕ-n gḕ-n tem-eîn
def.fsg.acc land(f)sg.acc ravage.aorinf.act
‘to ravage the land’

dom is by now a wellknown and welldescribed phenomenon (Comrie, 1979; 
Bossong, 1985, 1998; Croft, 1988; Lazard, 1994, 2001; Iemmolo, 2010, 2011, 2013; 
Dalrymple and Nikolaeva, 2011, among many others). Research over the past 
thirty years has allowed us to grasp the key parameters at work in casemarking 
alternations such as the ones exemplified in (1) and (2) above (Hopper and 
Thompson, 1980; Laca, 2002, 2006; Aissen, 2003; Leonetti, 2004, 2008; Næss, 
2004; von Heusinger and Kaiser, 2007; de Swart and de Hoop, 2007; Seržant 
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and WitzlackMakarevich, 2018). This bulk of research has also contributed to 
more finegrained descriptions of the phenomenon in a number of languages, 
mainly from a synchronic but also, for some languages, from a diachronic point 
of view, as well. In contrast, the role of language contact in the emergence, 
 development and loss of a dom system has been the object of less attention. 
 Contactinduced innovations in dom systems are indeed attested and have 
been described for individual language pairs in the existing literature, but 
there have not been many attempts to view these collectively or to examine the 
implications they have for the study of dom from a larger, typological point of 
view.

In a language contact setting where at least one of the two languages in
volved displays dom, there are at least two scenarios to be considered:
1. Symmetrical scenario: both languages have their own dom systems con

ditioned by factors which may or may not differ. At some point in their 
history, the two languages come in contact with each other, and their dom 
systems begin to interact. There are two further subtypes in this case:
a. The two dom languages influence each other reciprocally and both 

dom systems undergo change.
b. Only one of the two dom languages influences the other. The dom 

system of the influencer language remains diachronically unchanged, 
whereas the dom system of the influenced language undergoes 
change.

2. Asymmetrical scenario: one of the two languages has a dom system, 
while the other one does not. At some point in their history, the two lan
guages come in contact with each other, and their direct object marking 
systems begin to interact. There are two further subtypes in this case:
a. The dom language influences the dom less language. As a result, the 

dom less language begins to exhibit dom.
b. The dom less language influences the dom language. As a result, ei

ther the dom system of the dom languages is weakened or the dom 
language loses dom altogether.

An asymmetrical scenario of the first subtype whereby a dom less language 
acquires dom could result in either one of the two types of replication identi
fied by Matras (2009) and Sakel (2007; see also Matras and Sakel, 2007): pat
tern replication and matter replication. In pattern replication, the dom less 
 language would reorganise its direct object marking system in the model of 
the  dom language without borrowing the actual dom marker. Instead, it 
would redistribute its existing direct object markers using (a version of) the 
referential properties that determine the distribution of the dom markers in 
the model language. In matter replication, the dom less language would addi
tionally  borrow the dom marker from the dom language. Our case studies, 
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however, suggest that, while both these options are possible in theory, pattern 
replication seems to be more widespread when it comes to dom. Matter or 
patternplusmatter replication, in contrast, seems to be rare.

Against this backdrop, the contributions in this issue set out to address the 
following research questions:
1. Can we be sure as to the exact scenario involved, that is, symmetrical ver-

sus asymmetrical?
2. In a seemingly symmetrical scenario, is it possible that the two languages 

acquired their respective dom systems independently from each other?
3. What role does further contact between two dom languages play in the 

development (and/or possible demise) of their respective dom systems?
4. To what extent can contact be construed as the only, or at least, the key 

factor in the emergence of a dom system in language contact scenario 
between a dom less and a dom language?

In what follows, we briefly present one case study of the outcomes of language 
contact between a dom and a dom less language to illustrate the type of ap
proach that the contributions of this special issue adopt. We then go on to 
present the articles included in the special issue, summarise their main find
ings and highlight their contribution towards providing answers to the re
search questions listed above.

1 Romanian and Italian in Contact: dom with care, the pe/la 
Alternation and Double Object Constructions

A very interesting case study is presented by the changes observed in the Ro
manian varieties spoken by firstgeneration Romanian immigrants in Italy who 
are in contact with Standard Italian. Unlike other Romance languages such as 
Spanish, Standard Italian has a very limited dom system in that it does not 
typically use a specific grammatical tool to mark direct objects. Compare the 
Italian examples in (3) with the Spanish ones in (4). In Spanish, a marks direct 
object NPs whose referents are human and take a specific reading. However, 
when first and second pronouns and, less commonly, third person pronouns 
and proper names are topicalised and leftdislocated, they may be marked by 
the preposition a (Benincà, 1986; Berretta, 1989; Iemmolo, 2011). See (5).

(3) a. Standard Italian
Ho visto ∅ Paolo.
aux.prs.1sg see.ptcp pn
‘I saw Paolo.’
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Standard Literary Romanian (henceforth slr) has a fullfledged dom sys
tem (DobrovieSorin, 1994; Cornilescu, 2000; Mardale, 2009; Chiriacescu and 
von Heusinger, 2010; Pană Dindelegan, 2013; Hill and Mardale, 2019). The prepo
sition pe is used to mark direct objects whose referents are (human) animate 
and (semantically/pragmatically) specific. More precisely, pe appears obligato
rily with (strong) pronouns irrespective of the (animate or inanimate) na
ture  of their referents (6a), with the exception of ceva ‘something’ or nimic 
‘nothing’. Pe also appears with the relative care when it functions as a direct 
 object by virtue of it being a pronoun and irrespective of the nature of its refer
ent (6b).

(4) a. Standard Spanish
Vi a Pablo.
see.pst.1sg dom pn
‘I saw Pablo.’

b. *Vi ∅ Pablo.
see.pst.1sg pn
‘I saw Pablo.’

(5) Standard Italian (Iemmolo, 2010: 249).
A te, non ti sopporto più.
dom 2sg.acc neg cl.acc.2sg tolerate.prs.1sg more
‘I cannot stand you any longer.’

(6) Standard Literary Romanian
a. Îl văd pe el / acesta / al meu.

cl.acc.m.3sg see.1sg dom him this of mine
‘I see him/this/mine.’

b. cartea pe care am pierdut-o
book.def dom that have.1sg lostcl.acc.f.3sg
‘the book that I lost’

dom is also obligatory with direct objects that are realised as (personal/ 
animate) proper nouns and functional nouns, that is nouns that have unique 

b. *Ho visto a Paolo.
aux.prs.1sg see.ptcp dom pn
‘I saw Paolo.’
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referents such as ‘God’ or refer to family members such mother, son, brother or 
cousin. It is also obligatory with definite specific direct objects that have a hu
man referent (7):

(7) Standard Literary Romanian
Îl văd pe Grivei / tata / primar
cl.acc.m.3sg see.1sg dom pn.m.sg father mayor
‘I see Grivey/(my) father/the Mayor.’

(8) Standard Literary Romanian
a. Văd un copil.

see.1sg indf.m.sg child
‘I see a child (that I do not know).’

b. (Îl) văd pe un copil.
cl.acc.m.3sg see.1sg dom indf.m.sg child
‘I see a child (that I know).’

dom is optional with direct objects realised as indefinite NPs whose referents 
are human and specific. Compare (8a) where dom is absent and the direct 
object is interpreted as nonspecific with (8b) where dom may appear and the 
direct object is therefore interpreted as specific:

(9) Standard Literary Romanian
a. Văd copii.

see.1sg children
‘I see children.’

b. Văd casa / o casă.
see.1sg house.def indf.f.sg house
‘I see the house/a house.’

dom is excluded with direct objects realised as nominal expressions whose 
referents are nonspecific (typically bare nouns) or inanimate as in (9):

dom in slr is related to another syntactic phenomenon, clitic doubling in that 
cliticdoubling is found only in contexts where dom is also found. Clitic dou
bling is obligatory in the cases where dom is obligatory (i.e. with pronouns, 
proper names, strong definite specific NPs) as in (6) and (7a) above. It is op
tional when the specificity of the DO is weaker, i.e., with indefinite NPs as in 
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(8b). In the latter case, if clitic doubling appears, specificity is stronger than 
when clitic doubling does not appear (Hill and Mardale, 2017, 2019).

In the Romanian of immigrants in Italy documented by Cohal (2014), pe is 
absent in some contexts in which it would be found in slr but in which Italian 
uses no marking. We focus here on two such contexts: the marking of the rela
tive care when it functions as a direct object, and the alternation observed in 
some verbs in marking their direct objects with la or with the dom marker pe.

Starting with care, in the slr example in (10a), the use of pe is obligatory by 
virtue of care being a pronoun. Observe also that clitic doubling is also obliga
tory here as it correlates with the obligatory use of dom. In Italian Romanian, 
however, the relative clause appears without the dom marker (10b), which Co
hal attributes to the fact that the equivalent construction in Standard Italian 
does not involve a direct object marker; see (11). It has to be noted, however, 
that the absence of pe with care (and, by extension, the lack of clitic doubling) 
is also found in colloquial varieties of Romanian spoken in Romania (Avram, 
1997: 367–370, Nedelcu, 2012: 127–129).

(10) a. Standard Literary Romanian (Cohal, 2014: 174)
fata pe care el a încercat s-o
girl(f).def dom rel 3.m.sg aux.prs.3sg try.ptcp subjcl.3.f.sg.acc
salveze
save.subj.3
‘the girl he tried to save’

b. Italian Romanian
fata ∅ care el a încercat s-o
girl(f).def rel 3.m.sg aux.prs.3sg try.ptcp subjcl.3.f.sg.acc
salveze
save.subj.3
‘the girl he tried to save’

(11) Standard Italian
la ragazza ∅ che lui ha provato a salvare
def.f.sg girl(f).sg rel 3.m.sg aux.prs.3.sg try.ptcp all save.inf
‘the girl he tried to save’

Turning now to the pe/la alternation, slr exhibits an alternation between the 
dom marker pe and the locative marker la with some verbs as in (12a). The al
ternation is not completely free but encodes a fine semantic difference. Pe
marked constructions are more transitive in the sense that the referent of 
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the  direct object is interpreted as showing a higher degree of affectedness. 
In contrast, in lamarked constructions, the direct object is interpreted as be
ing less affected and is read more like an (abstract locative) adjunct. Italian 
Romanian, on the other hand, displays only la (12b), replicating the use of the 
allative/locative a in Standard Italian (13). Again, Cohal attributes this to con
tact with Standard Italian.

(12) a. Standard Literary Romanian (Cohal, 2014: 175)
când mai mergi strigă și pe/la noi
when again go.prs.2sg call.imp.2sg and dom/loc 1pl
‘Give us a shout when you go there again.’

b. Italian Romanian
când mai mergi strigă și la noi
when again go.prs.2sg call.imp.2sg and loc 1pl
‘Give us a shout when you go there again.’

(13) Standard Italian
quando vai di nuovo strilla anche a noi
when go.prs.2sg again call.imp.2sg and all 1pl
‘Give us a shout when you go there again.’

In other cases, la appears in contexts in which slr only allows for the use of pe 
as in (14b), again due to the semantic similarity between la and Standard Ital
ian a and the use of the latter in the corresponding structures as in (15). How
ever, if the construction in (14) is analysed as a doubleobject construction, 
then it has to be noted that, in slr, a dative NP ‘to someone’ can be expressed 
either as pe cineva ‘to someone’ (with dom) or as a morphological dative form 
cuiva, which is often replaced by la in colloquial style.

(14) a. Italian Romanian (Cohal, 2014: 175)
eu vroiam să întreb niște prețuri la ei
1sg want.imprf.1.sg subj ask.prs.1sg some price.pl loc 3pl
‘I wanted to ask them about some prices.’

b. Standard Literary Romanian
vroiam să-i întreb niște prețuri pe ei
want.imprf.1.sg subj3pl.acc ask.prs.1sg some price.pl dom 3pl
‘I wanted to ask them about some prices.’
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In Italian Romanian, we are therefore able to observe the nascent effects of the 
contact between a dom language and an (almost) dom less one in what quali
fies as a case of the second subtype of the asymmetrical scenario outlined 
above. The typological and lexical similarities between the two Romance lan
guages and the lack of normative pressure in the diasporic context in which 
Romanian migrants use their heritage language can only be considered as con
tributing factors to the weakening of the Romanian dom system through the 
reduced use of pe. It has to be noted, however, that, in all of the cases that we 
briefly reviewed, the tendencies to drop pe already exist in colloquial varieties 
of Romanian spoken in Romania. It can therefore not be a coincidence that 
language contact in Italian Romanian affects exactly these vulnerable aspects 
of the language’s dom system. What language contact seems to be doing in 
this case is push forward dynamics that were already in place in the system 
prior to the onset of the contact.

2 The Contributions

In her contribution, Daniela Boeddu deals with dom in the Arborense variety 
of Sardinian dialect, focusing on the interpretation of the variability of dom in 
contemporary Sardinian as a consequence of contact with Standard Italian. 
She compares the distribution of Arborense dom as it is observed in an oral 
corpus with that of other Sardinian varieties as well as with the results of the 
study of a diachronic corpus. She finds that the limits in the distribution of the 
dom marker in the Arborense data differ from the descriptions of dom in 
Campidanian, Logudorian and Nuorese: for personal names, Arborense shows 
a low degree of variation, whereas this type of NP is always considered part of 
the obligatory dom domain in other varieties of Sardinian; for animate com
mon nouns, contemporary Arborense dom as well as dom in other Sardinian 
varieties shows a certain degree of vitality but also extensive flexibility. Based 
on the results of her investigation, Boeddu revisits the proposal put forward by 
Putzu (2005) and Blasco Ferrer and Ingrassia (2010), who suggest that the vari
ability of dom in Modern Sardinian reflects the influence of Standard Italian. 
First, diachronic data suggest that variation in contemporary Sardinian dom is 

(15) Standard Italian
volevo chiedere dei prezzi a loro
want.impfv.1sg ask.inf part.m.pl price(m).pl all 3pl
‘I wanted to ask them about some prices.’
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due to languageinternal factors and cannot be attributed to contact with Stan
dard Italian. Second, it is important that, in analysing the language contact 
situation, both Standard and Regional Italian must be taken into account. As 
already shown above, whereas the former has a very limited dom system, the 
latter shows a robust dom system akin to that of the Sardinian dialects. Finally, 
Boeddu argues that Standard Italian could influence Sardinian by weakening 
its dom system, whereas the influence of the Regional Italian could result in 
its diachronic maintenance.

Eleni Bužarovska reexamines the existing contact hypothesis regarding 
the origin of dom in peripheral Macedonian dialects. From a Balkan Sprach
bund perspective, these dialects represent smaller convergence areas charac
terized by intense multilinguism. The use of the analytic dative marker na with 
definite animate direct objects has been traditionally ascribed to contact with 
the neighbouring dialects of Aromanian and Greek. Bužarovska argues that 
contact triggered the emergence of dom in these Balkan Slavic dialects in an 
indirect way, targeting the noun inflection and case marking system that they 
inherited from their South Slavic ancestor. Structural changes involving exten
sive grammatical simplification obscured case relations and increased the ne
cessity to disambiguate the roles of clause participants. The resultant contact
induced structural ambiguity was resolved by replicating the analytic dative 
pattern to mark human objects. The author provides diachronic evidence that 
namarking originally functioned as a distinguishing strategy but evolved into 
a discourse prominence strategy that extended to inanimate objects. The 
speakers of these peripheral dialects use dom when they want to ascribe 
prominent discourse status to the second participant of the narrated event.

Avelino Corral Esteban investigates dom in Vaqueiru Asturian, a Western 
Iberian Romance variety spoken in western Asturias (northwestern Spain), 
which has been able to retain most of its distinctive characteristics due to al
most complete cultural isolation. Corral Esteban examines the behaviour of 
direct objects with respect to a number of semantic and discoursepragmatic 
parameters in order to establish what triggers the distribution of dom in this 
Asturian variety. By including not only Western Asturian examples but also the 
equivalent structures in Standard Spanish and Central Asturian, which is con
sidered the normative variety of the language, he identifies the differences be
tween these three varieties in terms of object marking. His findings reveal that 
the use of dom in Vaqueiru Asturian does not appear to be determined by 
criteria such as animacy, definiteness, specificity, referentiality or the degree of 
affectedness of the object. Rather, it only appears to be obligatory with topi
calised objects, personal pronouns and occasionally human proper names, 
leading to a high degree of similarity with Old Spanish, where only pronouns 
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and dislocated elements were obligatorily amarked. In contrast, he shows that 
Standard Spanish displays a more developed dom system along all the referen
tial hierarchies. With the exception of the animacy and specificity scales, all 
other criteria favour the use of dom and, for some speakers, dom has come to 
affect even elements found at the lowest ends in every hierarchy. Finally, he 
shows that Central Asturian represents an intermediary stage between Stan
dard Modern Spanish and Vaqueiru Asturian since, although dom appears to 
occur in Central Asturian in exactly the same contexts as in Standard Spanish, 
it is possible to observe a greater variation regarding the factors of animacy, 
definiteness, and specificity. These findings allow us to observe traces of the 
evolutionary development that this grammatical domain has undergone in the 
history of Spanish. Its dom system could have behaved in a manner similar to 
Vaqueiru Asturian at an earlier stage, thereby linking its origin to discourse 
properties.

Swintha Danielsen and Tom Durand’s article is a comparison of nine 
 Arawakan languages sharing a rare phenomenon in the Americas: differen
tial  subject marking. This is the first attempt to establish a typology of this 
phenomenon in Arawakan languages, which is only mentioned in passing in 
other studies. The authors understand differential subject marking as the phe
nomenon involving the use of oblique case markers with the subjects of a 
group of predicates, similar to the subjectlike obliques in Icelandic and Hindi. 
 However, in their study, differential subject marking occurs in languages char
acterized by split intransitivity. This additional degree of complexity repre
sents a pioneering contribution in typology. Durand and Danielsen show that 
the two marking strategies, oblique marking and object marking, are in fact 
 complementary. The existence of these two types of marking allows to express 
semanticopragmatic subtleties, thus illustrating not only a specific realisation 
of the differential marking of the subject in nonaccusative languages but also 
how split intransitivity can occur between canonical object marking and 
oblique marking.

In addition to the synchronic typological comparison, Durand and Dan
ielsen’s contribution offers diachronic and areal explanations on the origins of 
this phenomenon. A comparison with bivalent constructions provides a strong 
argument for the diachronic process whereby objects gradually acquired sub
ject properties. If we consider the areal characteristics, the possibilities of lan
guage contact with nonArawakan languages such as Tukanoan or Witotoan 
languages or with Arawakan languages, especially in the NorthWestern region 
of Amazonia, the absence of other languages with differential subject marking 
in South America, and the attestations of this phenomenon in Arawakan lan
guages over a period of 500 years ago, we can only conclude that differential 
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subject marking is an inherited characteristic in the Arawakan language 
family.

Petros Karatsareas looks at differential case marking (DCM) in two inner 
Asia Minor Greek varieties, Cappadocian Greek and Pharasiot Greek, both of 
which were in intense contact with Turkish over a period of many centuries. 
His synchronic analysis engages with the question of which referential prop
erty determines dcm in the two Greek varieties: definiteness, as previously 
argued by Dawkins (1916) and Janse (2004), or specificity, as claimed by Spyro
poulos and Tiliopoulou (2006). His results corroborate Dawkins’s and Janse’s 
analyses and additionally show that the formal implementation of Cappado
cian and Pharasiot dcm is improbable from a typological point of view in that 
the overt marker s is found with the unmarked subset of dcm elements. This 
typological improbability is then considered in combination with the genetic 
link between the two languages to develop the argument that dcm emerged in 
the two Greek varieties due to contact with Turkish within a single linguistic 
microarea in which all three languages were contiguously spoken. In that, the 
originally nondifferential case marking system of the two Greek varieties was 
adapted into a differential one by replicating the Turkish model by matching 
the referential property of specificity with that of definiteness and by adopting 
the use of the nominative for the unmarked set of objects and the use of the 
accusative for the marked set of objects. Karatsareas then goes on to explain a 
set of Cappadocian data in which the replicated dcm pattern is not adhered 
to. He proposes that these violations can be accounted for in terms of a mor
phological change that destroyed the morphological distinction between 
nominative and accusative upon which dcm was based.

Itxaso Rodríguez-Ordóñez’s study examines the variable use of differential 
object marking in Basque as a contactinduced development in the model of 
Basque Spanish leísmo, a variant of Spanish dom. The study compares the use 
of dom in the spontaneous speech of native bilinguals in Spanish and Gernika 
Basque, a variety with longstanding contact with Spanish, with that of early 
sequential speakers from Bilbao who speak a recently standardised variety of 
Basque. As a way to determine possible contact effects, RodríguezOrdóñez 
used BasqueFrench bilinguals as a control group. Her results show that Basque 
dom is used more among Gernika Basque speakers than among Standard 
Basque speakers whereas it is almost nonexistent among BasqueFrench 
 bilinguals. Informed by empirical methods in variationist sociolinguistics, 
 RodríguezOrdóñez demonstrates that Basque dom is differently constrained 
among the two groups of bilinguals: while dom is constrained by animacy and 
person in both groups, Gernika Basque speakers make increased use of dom 
when they borrow verbs from Spanish and when objects are phonologically 
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realised as null; Standard Basque speakers rarely borrow Spanish verbs and, 
consequently, use less dom. Additionally, her results show that the speakers’ 
use of Basque dom is conditioned by their use of leísmo. In that, the more 
leísmo speakers use the more likely are BasqueSpanish bilinguals to use 
Basque dom. Based on these results, RodríguezOrdóñez makes an argument 
that Basque dom is not a case of syntactic borrowing but rather a case of rep
lica grammaticalization à la Heine and Kuteva (2006, 2010). More specifically, 
she argues that Standard Basque speakers replicate Spanish leísmo through 
patborrowing (patternborrowing) whereas Gernika Basque speakers resort 
to both patborrowing and matborrowing (matterborrowing).
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